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Strategy out your week, save time and money, and eat best. Additionally, there is a large area to
write down your grocery list for the week! Each every week spread includes a lined space for
each day time of the week, in addition to a container for breakfast suggestions and lunch
suggestions!Make your week easier by planning out meals with this adorable laptop! Let's do
this, ladies!
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The “Buying List” section is a perfect size to write down items needed for recipes, every week
sale items, etc. Only thing is I desire it were spiral-bound so I could keep it open easier. Binding
came undone the first day This makes meal planning very easy! Love this!! The only thing that I
have noticed is as soon as I opened the first web page and started writing in it, the bonding
started to come undone. I LOVE the “Ideas” sections instead of specific breakfast and lunch
arranging, books or apps which have specific breakfast and lunch programs are just too time
consuming to plan whereas those that don’t address breakfast and lunch have left me clueless
when I’m hungry in the morning or packing lunch. A fabulous planner! This is a great little book!
A must-have got if you’re a devoted meal planner (or desire to be one). Large enough to write
comfortably, small more than enough to squeeze in my purse. I'd love a spiral bound choice.
Good price. Purchased based on recommendation from a blog. Every week has two pages that
open toned so you can start to see the whole week at a glance. It seems durable (I will upgrade
my review if that works out never to be the case).Removing 1 star as the book arrived just a little
damaged. The publication is hard to keep open when shopping. I could get the dark off the cover
and straighten it out good enough but you can still see in the picture where it was damaged.
Great reserve for family meal planning. Works. Love this publication! It works. My one negative
is it needs to have a spiral spline rather than glued. The bottom right part was smashed with
some black smears on the cover and the first couple of pages. Handy planner for healthier
eating. The left page offers lined space for each day, Mon to Sunday. It’s compact size is perfect
for carrying in my purse and the planner has room to create what is had a need to plan meals
and stop wasting fresh make without overwhelming detail that normally provides me give up as
too frustrating. It’s a good size, and the soft-touch cover feels actually nice. I have tried various
types of food planning and this is the greatest I’ve found. Thumbs up Helpful, cute, and
inexpensive Cute! The right web page provides lined sections for “Breakfast Ideas”, “Lunch Ideas”
and “Shopping List”. That doesn’t really affect my opinion of it because it has made meal
planning easy in my house, but is certainly a bummer. I take advantage of the “Concepts”
sections to create in suggestions I’ve observed in cookbooks or on tv previously week, products
in the sale circulars that look good, leftovers devote the freezer the other day, etc.A great first
meal planner This planner has everything I wanted - grocery list, breakfast and lunch notes, plus
weekly planning dinners. All in all my perfect meal planner. Meal Planner is perfect for your
menu planning Perfect size and great meal planner with additional space for grocery lists and
notes. Laid out wonderfully and just an ideal size to squeeze in your purse. Delivery was very
fast. Five Stars Simple to use and slim enough to squeeze in my purse to take purchasing.
Starting on Monday works well for me personally as I normally meal plan over the weekend, a
seemingly small benefit for a planner but it surely does help getting the whole week you've
planned noticeable while planning and food shopping.! Perfect for meal preparing and cute!
Great meal plan journal I love this little notebook! It provides helped me stay structured and
plan healthy budget-friendly foods for my family. There are a few changes I'd make, but overall,
the price stage makes it worth it. Great idea. i love this planner Good plan. Nothing fancy. Meal
planner Cute book to keep an eye on your meals in! Very useful. Basic planner Gets the job done.
Very useful. Cute and functional! Uncertain if this happened during delivery or beforehand. This
meal planner is ideal for WW. I saw my favorite YouTuber with it, and I had to have it. I love the
lemon design too.
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